
 

Poppies by Jane Weir 

 
Poppies are used to symbolise those 
who die in war. 

Background and Context 

 Poppies was written in 2005 for the Poet Laureate’s (Carol 
Ann Duffy) collection of poems about responses to the 
fighting in Afghanistan and Iraq. It was written to be 
universal rather than about any specific conflict. 

 Poppies have been used as a symbol to remember those 
killed in war since they were seen growing on the graves of 
those killed in World War I.  

 Armistice Day is 11th November each year. 

 Poppies is different from most ‘war poetry’ as it focuses 
not on a fighter or battle, but on the mother, who is left 
behind. 

 A dove is a symbol of peace 
 

Synopsis of the poem 

 The poem shows a mother say goodbye to her child who is 
to be a soldier. She then follows a dove to a war memorial, 
suggesting that her child has died. 

Form and Structure 

 Dramatic monologue - tells of a mother whose child has 
left for war 

 The poem could also be interpreted as an elegy, a poem of 
mourning. 

 Free verse – no rhyme scheme 

 Enjambment is used to support the anecdotal, 
conversational tone 

 Caesurae used – makes her thoughts seem disjointed 
and/or difficult to express 

Vocabulary 

 Armistice – agreement to stop fighting 

 Armistice Sunday – day to remember those who have died 
in war, poppies are worn  

 Lapel – part of the chest on a jacket that folds back 

 Spasm – sudden, uncontrolled muscular movement  

 Bias binding– narrow fabric used for decoration. Bias is 
also prejudice in favour of an opinion 

 Eskimo – people indigenous mostly to northern Canada. 
They ‘kiss’ by rubbing noses. 

 Intoxicated – drunk, or under the influence of drugs 

 Inscription – writing marked onto an object 

Quotations 
‘spasms of paper red, disrupting a blockade of yellow bias’: the image of pinning on the poppy has a 
metaphorical meaning hinting at a death in a conflict. ‘Spasm’, ‘disrupting’ and ‘blockade’ relate to 
violence, ‘spasm’ possibly being the way the body reacts in dying 
‘I walked with you, to the front door…the world overflowing like a treasure chest’: the mother 
opening the door for the child shows she is letting it free to go to the adult world. ‘treasure chest’ 
relates back to childhood and suggests a future full of possibility and riches 
‘I went into your bedroom, released a song bird from its cage’: metaphor for the mother releasing the 
memory of her child. She has let something go that brought her joy. The idea of the ‘song’ is returned to 
at the end when she hopes to hear ‘your playground voice catching on the wind.’ 
‘I was brave when I walked with you to the front door’: another view of bravery in conflict. It is not 
only those who fight who have to find courage. 

Poetic Techniques 
References to being physically close (pinning on the poppy, neatening up clothes, play at being Eskimos) shows the 
closeness between the mother and child 
Semantic fields of domesticity (sewing) contrast with that of war – ‘blockade of yellow bias binding’, ‘tucks, darts, pleats’, 
‘turned into felt’, ‘ornamental stitch’. Personalises the effects of conflict and shows its impact on the home 
Uses of senses – visual imagery, touch (‘traced the inscription’), auditory (‘song bird’, ‘playground voice’) makes you feel the 
physicality of the loss 
Alliteration – ‘blockade of yellow bias binding around your blazer’. Plosive b sounds echo artillery. 

Links 
Remains 
Exposure 
War Photographer 
Kamikaze 

Tone 
Longing, tragic, tender 



 


